
Play 3v3 or 2v2 in a con�ned area for 30-40 second shifts. In order to
go on offense you must regroup with a coach behind the net you are
defending. Players cannot pressure breakout passer.
Progressions:

All players must get below certain point (purple line) on

breakout pass to simulate getting back into zone

Substitute players for coaches once they get the hang of the

drill. 

Instead of pass from coach players must skate puck behind net

then breakout onto offense

1, 2, 3 players must come below goaline before getting pass

from coach

Allow players to pressure breakout passer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Hp6ibuCzVA

Key Points

Moving to get open/be an option

Set up drill as show, setup can be altered depending on space available.
Shooter can skate around any cone before attacking the net with a
shot. Play it out until goal or puck is covered.

Key Points

Goalie is following the puck, coming out of their net to challenge

the shooter

Drill to work on agility, edges, transitions, puck control and passing.
There are three phases to the drill.

Player works on footwork following pattern around the cones

without a puck

Same as #1 except player has a puck the entire time.

Same pattern player has give and goes with teammates on

oppotside sides of the cones.

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/d-3-cone-agility-
drill?position=6&list=d4N9nwQxf6MzIe1TsYxs2-8KE5Nb2kgiN-
KYsG5ZbJY

Key Points

Smooth pivots with outside edges

Butt low for a solid base

For #1, player has 1 hand on stick when b
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Putting it together- BC and BO

Regroup Game 8 mins

3 Level Shooting 0 mins

3 Cone Agility Drills 7 mins



Players skate through the tires and �nish with shot on goal. Encourage
speed and puck control through tires along with quick release.
Progressions- add coaches at end of the line (blue example) to direct
player which side to go (read and react) and encourage heads up.
Create tripods with sticks on tires and athletes have to slide the puck
under the stick and pick it up on the other side.

Key Points

Shooting while in motion, this will feel uncomfortable for kids at

�rst and probably result in weaker shots. Encourage kids to

continue the process and working on it

Older kids work on one crossover at each tire to increase speed,

no gliding

passes to  who catches pass and skates to tire. After reaching tire 
can cut to the net and shoot.  must backcheck to make  skate

hard and shoot the puck. Backchecker should aim for the tire to create
a good angle, if they get back in time use a good angle and body contact
to separate puck.
For older kids if there is enough room use the entire NZ. Have both
sides go at the same time to force kids to keep their heads up when
skating through the middle. 

Simple 1v1 played within a circle. Coach continuously dumps pucks in
when they exit the circle or score. Can use mini-nets or passing nets.
Progressions:

Players can only score on certain net

Add goalies

Make 2v2

Quick Feet Shooting 7 mins

Pass and Backcheck 7 mins
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1v1 Back to Back 7 mins



Coach spots puck to initiate 2v2 small ice. 

On whistle the 2v2 is done. Players leave puck and hustle to

their teammates. New players can't leave until both previous

players have gone past the pylon. Penalty shot for �agrant

violations.

If puck leaves the area, coach is ready to spot new puck in area.

If goal is scored, coach is ready to spot new puck in area

Keep score to have a reward for the winners or a punishment

for the losers

Key Points

Ultra-competitive game

Can get out of hand physically, be ready to police it

Players must hustle out of zone

Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Players start by attacking 2v0 with 2 opposing players backchecking
them. When the backcheckers gain possession of the puck, they
breakout two players on their team whoa re waiting in the NZ to attack
the other way. After the offensive players are stopped, they become the
backcheckers. Shift goes, offense, backcheck to defense, breakout
your team and change.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqWHYJkPXzw

Key Points

Transition from offense to defense and importance of

backchecking all the way to their own net

Awareness to become a passing option and make good passes

on breakout

Game goes fast, players on sideline need to pay attention or else

will miss their turns

Game can be challenging for players to learn, run back to back

practices as players will greatly improve second time around.

Having multiple coaches (one to support each team at start) is

bene�cial

Brad Shaw: Bill Game 7 mins

Breakout v Forecheck 7 mins

,
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

Continuous Backcheck game 10 mins


